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For a Markovian branching particle system in Iw” a Palm type distribution on the genealogical trees up 
to a time horizon t is computed, which generically (i.e. if there are almost surely no multiplicities in the 
particle positions at time t) can be viewed as a conditional distribution on the trees given that the particle 
system at time t populates a certain site. The result is obtained in two different ways: by conditioning 
on the first branching and by means of Kallenberg’s method of backward trees. 
branching particle systems * genealogical trees * Palm distributions 
Introduction 
Consider a population starting with one individual at place x E Rd and performing 
during the time interval [0, t] a branching process in the following way: Each 
individual moves for an exp( V)-distributed lifetime according to a Markov process 
with transition probability ( rTT,), s E [0, t]; if it dies before time level t, it gives rise 
to a random number v of children, where v takes the value k with probability 
pk,k=0,1,2 ,..., and Ev=: m E (0,~). The new individuals occur at their ascen- 
dent’s final position; apart from this, motion and branching of all individuals goes 
on independently. In this way, there arises a random tree @ (this notion will be 
made precise later on) and a random population (counting measure) Z, of individuals 
alive at time t (see Figure 1). 
We are interested in the conditional distribution of @, given that Z, populates a 
place y E IX”. More precisely, denoting the distribution of @ by P, we consider the 
joint measure P(d@)Z,(dy) and want to compute its disintegration with respect to 
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Fig. 1. 
its second marginal. Under the assumption that v,~(x, {y}) = 0 for all s > 0 and 
x, y E Rd, the random counting measure Z, has almost surely no multiple points, 
and therefore this disintegration yields, by a similar argument as in Kallenberg 
(1983, Section 12.4) the desired conditional distribution. 
For the moment we only give a heuristic description and interpretation of the 
result which will be proved in two different ways in Sections 2 and 3. Denote the 
individual populating the place y be ego. The distribution of the path of ego’s 
ascendants through the space R! d is that of a ‘bridge’ built from the transition 
probability (n-,) and conditioned to lead from x to y in the time interval [0, t]. The 
birth times S, , . . . , S, of ego and its ascendants form a homogeneous Poisson point 
process on [0, t] with intensity parameter Vm. (The factor m reflects the fact that, 
e.g. in the subcritical case m < 1, occurrence of an individual at time t makes it 
likelier that there have been fewer branchings in the prehistory of this individual 
between 0 and t.) 
Having found the distribution of the path and the birthtimes of all of ego’s 
foremothers, there remains to determine the distribution of the Palm population of 
ego’s ‘foreaunts plus foremother in the ith generation’. (For the concept of Palm 
distribution, we refer to Jagers (1973), Matthes, Kerstan and Mecke (1978) or 
Kallenberg (1983).) This, however, boils down to compute the Palm distribution of 
the random number V, interpreted as a random counting measure on a one-point 
phase space. The desired Palm distribution is realized by a random number v0 
having distribution P( v0 = k) = kpk/ m. Hence we infer that in the ith generation a 
random number of v0 - 1 ‘sidelines’ leave ego’s ascendant line, each of which evolves 
independently into a tree up to time horizon t. Ego’s genealogical tree (or ‘Palm 
tree’) is then the superposition of ego’s ascendant line and all these side-trees (see 
Figure 2). 
In Section 2 we derive the crucial properties of the ‘Palm trees’ in terms of the 
tree model developed in Neveu (1986) and Chauvin (1986a,b). This model is 
reviewed in Section 1. In Section 3 we prove independently of Sections 1 and 2 the 
above-mentioned representation of the ‘Palm trees’, using the backward technique 
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Fig. 2. 
(Kallenberg, 1977; Liemant, 1983; Liemant, Matthes and Wakolbinger, 1988) and 
similar ideas as in the first proof of Theorem 2.3 in Gorostiza and Wakolbinger (1988). 
In Section 4 we extend the result of Section 3 to the case of spatially 
inhomogeneous branching. 
Palm representations for the ‘Historical Process’ in homogeneous critical measure- 
valued branching processes have been obtained by Dawson and Perkins (1990) and 
Le Gall (1989). The backward representation of Palm distributions of 
inhomogeneous critical branching particle systems is derived in Gorostiza, Roelly 
and Wakolbinger (1990) using analytic methods and the Feynman-Kac formula. 
There is also a close connection between our result and the description of the 
pedigree of an individual sampled from an old population in a general supercritical 
branching process (Jagers and Nerman, 1984; Nerman and Jagers, 1984; see also 
Rouault, 1981, for a related result). One essential difference is, however, that these 
pedigrees arise in an infinite time limit, whereas our result works for a finite time 
horizon. 
1. The tree model and the branching property 
Let U = (0) u U,,CN* (N*)” be the set of finite sequences of strictly positive integers. 
(Here and below, we put N” := { 1,2,. . , } and N:= {0, 1,2,. . }.) For two ‘words’ 
u, v t U, uv denotes the concatenated word (~0 = 0u = u). A tree 6 is by definition 
a subset of U satisfying the following three conditions: 
(1) 0EW; 
(2) VU,UE u,(UUEr3)*(uE(3); 
(3) VuE;,3Y,(3)E~:~~‘jE*,(UjE(3)~(1~j~v,(;)). 
The meaning of this definition is: 
(1) 0 is the ancestor; 
(2) the ascendant u of particle uv of the tree 3 also belongs to 6; 
(3) a particle u of the tree c3 has v,(G) children labelled ul, ~2, _ . . , UP,,(&). 
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We denote by d the space of trees, and any u E U belonging to the tree (3 is 
called a node of (3. For u E U, 
d,={LMl: UEcj} 
is the set of trees having u as node. Hence V, defines a map from d, to hJ. 
Consider now as space of marks (cf. Neveu, 1986) the space r of continuous (or 
cadlag) Rd-valued functions y defined on [0, a], u E R,. The natural filtration on 
r will be called xe( t), t E R,. In fact r can be identified with R, x C([O, 11; Rd) or 
R, x D([O, 11; Rd), and so 2?(t) corresponds to %([O, l])O’e (where 53 denotes the 
Bore1 p-field and % is the natural u-field on C([O, 11; R”) or D([O, 11; Rd)). We 
put 2?:= %(R+)O ‘%; of course r(a) is 3Y’-measurable. 
A tree (3 E d and a collection of marks (r,,, u E (3) indexed by the nodes of the 
tree defines a marked tree 
w := (3, (yu, u E 6)). 
We call p the canonical projection from the space fl of marked trees onto d. For 
u E U, let 
n, = p-‘(fi,). 
Then the map induced by V, on fl, by p is still called v,. Marks y,, are defined on 
.R,, with values in lY Denote by (T, = (T 0 yU the lifetime of u; hence a, is a map 
from fi, to R,. 
For any u E U, we denote by X,(t) = yi’(SY( t)) the filtration on Q,, generated 
by yL(. Thus u, is a stopping time for 2Y,(. ). 
The birthtime S, of particle u is defined on R, by 
S, = S, + u, (21 is u’s parent), s,=o. 
The position of particle u at time s is now defined on a,, n {S, G s s S, + a,} by 
X,(s) = ru(s -Su). 
0 is equipped with the u-algebra 9 generated by {a,, X,}, u E U, for which the 
above defined maps then are measurable. 
Let~,(o)={u~w,S,(~)~t~S,(~)+u,(w)}bethesetofparticlesaliveattime 
t, and let 
-c(w) = c ~X,,(w)~r-S,,(w)) 
uc~“~,(w) 
be the corresponding random point measure. 
For u E U, we define shift operators T,: 0, + 0 by 
p(Tt(w)) = (0 E U: uv EP(w)}, 
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and, for t 12 R,, we define a killing operator M, : 0 + 0 by 
p(M,(w)) = {u E P(W), L(w) 6 t>, 
y,(M,(w)) = 
rid(w) if S,(w)+a,(w)c 1, 
Yu(~)l,o,r-s,,ku,, if S,(w)+a,(w)> t. 
T,,(w) is thus the marked tree consisting of the offspring of particle u in the marked 
tree w E L!,, and M,(w) is that part of the marked tree w which is below the time 
horizon t. 
Then we can define the filtration 5, := My’(S), and note that 2, is $,-measurable. 
It is easy to see that 9, is generated by functions of the form 
1 ,>,h(Xti” M,) (1.1) 
and 
l,,c,(fo” M,)l,=, ii (J; o T, o M,) (1.2) 
i=, 
where 
h is X(t)-measurable, f0 is 5P0-measurable, f; are %-measurable. 
(Here and in the following, v, a, 7, X stand for v,, a,, yti, X,, so that (T is the first 
splitting time.) 
It is then known (Neveu, 1986) that for every distribution p on N, for every V> 0 
and for every Markovian family (ZT1)xtrwd of distributions on C(W+, [Wd) (or 
D([w+, [Wd)) there is a unique family of probabilities (Px)xtlWd on (0, 9) such that: 
(i) Under Px, v and c are independent, v is p-distributed, u is exp( V)-distributed 
and y is n,-distributed stopped at time u. 
(ii) The branching property is valid: conditioned on SW, the tree T1, T2,. . , T, 
are i.i.d. with distribution P,,,,; in other words, for all sequences of nonnegative 
measurable functions, (fk)ktN*, 
(1.3) 
We suppose JZ kpk =: m < ~0 and so we can define for each (t, x) the Radon measure 
~,(x; dy) = E,Z,(dy) (intensity of 2,). By a renewal argument one checks that 
,LL,(x; dy) = e”‘“-“‘r,(x, dy) (1.4) 
where, for every Bore1 subset A of lRd, ~T,(x, A) := 17,(X(t) E A). 
2. ‘Palm’ probabilities on trees 
On the space (0 xRd, PO%‘) we define a family (%‘fi;s),tlW+,xtlWd of ‘Campbell’ 
measures as follows: For every bounded sAd-measurable f and every bounded 
F-measurable g, 
f(y)s(w)'+W(dxdw):= f(y)g(M,w)P,(dw)z,(w,dy). 
I 
(2.1) 
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From the definition of (0, 5,) we can deduce that there exists a disintegration of 
%y(dy, dw) with respect to its first marginal, i.e. a family (P”. x, ,,? LtlWt~ of probabilities )_, 
on (Q 9,) such that 
I nxd f(y)s(Mtw)Px(do)Z,(u, dy) 
= dy). (2.2) 
The problem now consists in ‘identifying’ P”,; ,,), . Let us begin with functions of the 
form (1.2). On {v< t} we have 
Z(w, dy) = i -&AT,(w), dy), 
,=I 
hence 
(2.3) 
x Cfi o T, o MP-<AT,, dy)Px(dw). (2.4) 
On {(T < t}, Ti 0 M, = M,_,, 0 T, for all i = 1, . . . , v, and so, by the branching property 
(1.3), we have 
RHS of (2.4) 
From (2.2), 
For every r E [w, and x, z E [Wd, let IIr,Tz denote the distribution of the motion process 
(X(s)),,,,, conditioned by X(0) =x and X(r) = z. Writing explicitly the distribu- 
tions of u and X(o) we get 
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Let us denote, for 13 s t, by ,G’ls the distribution of X( 0) conditioned by X(0) = x 
and X(t) = y. From (1.4) and from the fact that, for every x E lRd and 0 5 t, 
n-,(x; dz).TT,_o(z; dy) = T,(x, dy)rr;“3Y(dz) (2.8) 
we get 
RHS of (2.4) 
X J f2,,.x,<,xR<,f(~lf; 0 M,-,h(f% ~V”i,,-o,?. (dw)~“‘B’Z(dy) 
x n E,(f;o M,_H)~;‘r.“(dz)~,(x, dy). (2.9) 
Once more from (2.2) we conclude 
LHS of (2.4) 
Comparison of formulas (2.9) and (2.10) already permits part of an interpretation 
of the Palm probability on trees. We have, however, still to look also at %g tested 
on functions of the type (1.1): 
J nxw<,f(YLr h(X 0 M,)P,(dw)Z,(w, dy) 
= J f(X(t))L,h(X o M,)Px(dw) I2 
I 
= J JJ I ,, w‘, 0 ec”” def(y)h(y)n’,‘,‘(dy)~,(x, dy) 
- mwJ e ,.xIw~,f(~)h(y)n”‘,-“(dy)57,(x, dy) 
= 
J 
,.x~,,f(y)h(y)lT”‘.‘(dy) e-vm’p,(x, dy). (2.11) 
From (2.2) we conclude: 
LHS of (2.11) = 
J 
nxRdf(y)lc>tg(X o M)P:;,,,.(dw)/Ax, dy). (2.12) 
Formulas (2.11) and (2.12) give then the second part of the interpretation now 
presented as a conclusion. 
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Theorem 1. Tote family P”.. of ‘Palm’ probabilities has the.following properties: 
tlx, y E u@, t E IX+, P”, ;,,? is a probability on (0, 9,). 
Under P”,;,,Y: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
CT A t has an exp( mV)-distribution cut at t; 
conditioned on u, if u> t, X 0 M, is distributed according to the bridge 17”z’,“; 
conditioned on a, if u c t, 
- v is (kp,J m)k,,-distributed, 
- X(u) is rr”,;‘,‘-distributed, 
- conditioned on (a, X(u)), X 0 M, is IY’rr,x(rr) distributed, 
- conditioned on SC,, a random index 1 takes values 1, 2, . . . , v with probability 
l/v, the tree T,o M, is Pk(,,);,_C,._, -distributed but the trees T, 0 M,, j # 1, are 
P x(<,I o M;l<, -distributed, and all these trees are independent. 0 
We conclude this section by stating a result on branching Brownian motion and 
discussing its connection with the results of Chauvin and Rouault (1988) on super- 
critical branching Brownian motion in the subcritical speed area. 
Corollary. Let 117, be the distribution of Brownian motion starting at x, and jix a 
constant c E [Wd. Then, for t + co, P:,,,?, converges weakly towards a probability P& on 
(Q 9) with the following property: 
Under P&, u is exp( mV)-distributed, and conditioned on CT, 
- v is ( kp,/m)k,,-distributed, 
- X is a Brownian motion with drift c, slopped at time CT, 
_ conditioned on SC,,, a random index 1 takes values 1,2, . . . , v with probability I/ v, 
the tree T, is P” ,,,,,,,.-distributed but the trees T,, j # 1, are P,,,,-distributed, and these 
trees are independent. 0 
The proof of the corollary is straightforward, relying on the fact that the distribu- 
tions of the Brownian bridges IIX”-” converge for t-+ ~0 towards the distribution of 
a Brownian motion with drift c, starting in x. 
Remark. For d = 1, assume that the branching Brownian motion is supercritical (i.e. 
m > l), starting with one particle at x =O. Denoting by R, the position of the 
rightmost particle at time t, one can show by analytic methods (cf. Chauvin and 
Rouault, 1988, and the references given there) that 
R,/ t z cc,:= 42 V( m - 1) in probability. (2.13) 
In Chauvin and Rouault (1988, Theorems 4 and 5) it is shown that for all c > co, s > 0 
and FE 9, there holds 
lim P[ F\ Z,(]ct, +a[) > 0] = P&(F), 
r-co 
(2.14) 
where P& is as in the above corollary. 
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This result has a nice interpretation in terms of Palm distributions: By the law 
of large numbers (2.13), it is most probable that no more than one particle reaches 
the ‘subcritical region’ ]ct, +a[ at late times t, and if one particle does reach it, then 
it is near ct. So, P[ . IZ,(]ct, +a[) > 0] equals asymptotically the Palm distribution 
P&t,,, , which by the above corollary converges, for t + ~3, towards P&. 
3. An application of the backward technique 
In this section we give another proof of the theorem by means of Kallenberg’s 
backward formula (Kallenberg, 1977; Liemant, Matthes and Wakolbinger, 1988). 
We put, like in Section 1, 
r := {Y: [0, a] + iRd continuous (or cidlig), (T 2 0}, 
and define 
A,:= u Y’, A,:= A, x {A}. 
tItN* 
Any YOY~Y~ . * . y,, 6 A, can be viewed as a line of n generations still alive, whereas 
any ~~~~~~ . . * y,A E A2 stands for a line having died after the nth generation. 
With any line a = yOy, y2 . . . y,, or a = y,,y, y2 . . . y,,A we associate: 
its length n = n(a), 
its lifetimes co::= g( yo), . . , (T, := a( ye), 
its birthtimes S,:=O; S,:=cr,+...+(~,_,, lsi<n+l, 
its path X(s):= y,(s-S,), Si~s<Si+,, O~i<n; X(S,,+,):= yn(un), 
its final lime T(a) := S,,, , and 
its final point e(a) := X( T(a)). 
In this way, any line a corresponds uniquely to a pair (X, p), where X : [0, T] + Rd 
is continuous (or cidlGg) and p = &, +. . . + &,, is a finite counting measure on 
[0, T]. Next, we fix a time horizon t > 0, and introduce the cutting operator on A, 
by putting, for a = yOyl y2 . . . y,,, 
a’:= 
1 
a if T(a)< t, 
YOYI Y2 . . . (Yj IL,,,r-s,]) if T(a) 2 t and S, < t s $j+, 
The space of generation lines up to time horizon t is 
A:={~,~EA,, T(a)~t}u{a,a~A~, T(a)(t). 
We recall that our basic data are: a Markovian family (IIx)xERd of distributions on 
C(R+, R”) (or D(R+, Rd)) with transition probability (n,), a death rate V> 0, and 
an offspring distribution (pk) with finite mean m. 
Slightly different from the model used in Sections 1 and 2, the role of trees is 
now taken over by the finite counting measures on A. In order to grow a random 
tree up to time horizon t, we define a branching dynamics in discrete time on the 
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phase space A (cf. Liemant, Matthes and Wakolbinger, 1988), consisting in the 
composition of two steps, namely: 
- a branching step, which takes 
6, into 
{ 
6 
k”fi”. 
with probability pO, if aEA, and 
with probability pk, k = 1,2,,. . . , T(a)<t ’ 
6, into 6, if a E A, and T(a) = t, 
s ,A into 15,~ for all a E A,; 
- a motion step, which takes 
6, into 6(,,,1 if UEA, and T(a)<& 
where y has distribution IIecaI stopped at an exp( V)-distributed time, 
6, into 6, if LIE A, and T(a)= t, 
SaJ into 15,~ for all a E A,. 
The branching dynamics is started off with the initial condition @,,:= a,~, where 
y has distribution IIX stopped at an exp( V)-distributed time, and x E Rd is a fixed 
initial position. The sequence of random trees obtained by the branching dynamics 
will be denoted by (@n)n_,,. By a monotonicity argument it can be seen easily that 
@,, converges in distribution towards a random tree @ whose distribution will be 
denoted by P,.,. 
The ‘Campbell’ measure %Y,,, on Rd x M which describes the joint occurrence of 
final points at level t and trees is now defined via 
5 
~,,x~f(.l/)g(~)~~,,(dy. d@):= lT(a)=,f(e(a))~(da)g(~)P,,,(d~). 
5 AxM 
(3.1) 
A regular disintegration (e,,,,,) of C,,, with respect to its first marginal will be called 
a family of ‘Palm’ distributions. 
Theorem 2. The ‘Palm’ distribution P,,,,,, arises as the distribution of a random tree 
grown in the following steps: 
1. Choose a random path X of a rr-bridge starting in x and conditioned to reach y 
at time t. 
2. Take the points {S, , . . . , S,} of a homogeneous Poisson process on [0, t] with 
intensity Vm and form the line a which is determined by the path X and the birth times 
S s I,“‘, II. 
3. For a given line a with path X, birth times 0, S,, . . , , S, and final time t, choose, 
for i=l,..., n, independently and with distribution ((k+ l)p,+,/m),,, a random 
number ki of ‘side-tree’, which break offfrom the ancestor line a at time Si and place 
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X(S,) and evolve independently according to the branching 
horizon t. 
dynamics up to time 
Proof. By the classical Palm disintegration the RHS of (3.1) equals 
I 
Ap,,(da)l,+, f(e(a)) [ (P,,,),(d@)g(@), 
A M 
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where Ap \.I := E@ denotes the intensity measure of P,,,, and (P,,,),, a E A, is a family 
of Palm distributions of Px,,. Disintegration of G’&, with respect to its first marginal 
now separates into two problems: 
(i) To find the disintegration A’(da) of the measure Ap,,,(da)l.,,,,,6,,,,(dy) 
with respect to its second marginal. 
(ii) To determine the Palm distributions (P,,,),. 
We will prove that AY(da) arises as described in steps 1 and 2 of the theorem, 
and that, given a, (Px,r), arises as described in step 3 of the theorem. Since the 
desired disintegration of %‘%,, is given by I’,,,,, = j (P,,,),( . )A)‘(da), this will complete 
the proof of the theorem. 
To solve (i), we compute the restriction of Ap,,, to {a E A, T(a) = t}: For each 
Jo (0, 1,2,. . . }, the restriction of Ap,, to the set {a~A,n(a)=j,T(a)=t} is 
m’ eC”( Vt)‘/j! times the distribution of a random generation line of length j, 
whose birth time points {S,, . . . , S,} are uniformly distributed in [0, t] and whose 
path X(s), 0~ s G t, is a Markov process with transition probability (rr\), starts in 
x and is independent of S,, . . , S,. 
Since the factor m’ eC”‘( Vt)-j/j! equals e’vcm-” e-““’ (mVt)‘/j!, we see that the 
restriction of Ap,,, to {a E A, T(a) = t} is e’“‘“-” times the distribution (henceforth 
denoted by A) of a random generation line, whose birth time points {S,, . . , S,} 
form a homogeneous Poisson point process on [0, t] with intensity parameter Vm 
and whose path X(s), 0~ s s t, is a Markov process with transition probability (G-~), 
starts in x and is independent of S,, . . . , S,. 
In particular this shows that the distribution of e(u) under A equals rr,(x, .), and 
that the desired disintegration A-I‘ equals the conditional probability of A given 
e(u) = y. Note that this conditioning has no effect on the distribution of {S,, . . , S,} 
but changes X into a bridge conditioned to reach place y at time t. 
With this notation the RHS of (3.1) equals 
I 
e 
lWd 
‘V(m-‘)~,(~, dy)f(y) I, A’(do) I,, (Px,,),(d@)g(@). 
We now turn to the solution of (ii), namely to determine the Palm distributions 
(P,,,), for a E A. This, however, is particularly simple by means of the backward 
technique, since the prehistory of any line a = ~~~~~~ . . . 3/n is perfectly known, 
namely ao:= yo, a, := yOy,, a, = yOy,y2, . . . . 
To make the argument rigorous, we first compute the Palm distributions (P,),, 
where Pj denotes the distribution of @,, and j > n. The backward formula (Liemant, 
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Matthes and Wakolbinger, 1988, 1.9.4) tells that under (q), at each branching step, 
i.e. for i=1,2 ,..., n, there arises a reduced Palm distribution of ‘aunts’ (‘reduced’ 
because it does not contain the foremother in this generation), namely, with probabil- 
ity (k + l)pk+,/ m, k = ki independent ‘sidelines’ continuing the line ui-, as follows: 
First they make a motion step, and then they evolve for additional j - i branching 
and motion steps. In this way, there arises a random tree Qj,* consisting of the 
‘trunk’ a and all its ‘sidelines’ and having distribution (P,),. Evidently, almost any 
sequence CD,,, converges for j+ ~0 towards a tree Qa; in fact, @j,a equals @a for j 
large enough. Note that CD, arises as described in step 3 of the theorem; we claim 
that @, has distribution ( Px.,)a. 
To check this, we denote by A (‘I the set of all generation lines a E A with length 
<I, and by M (‘) all trees with length <I, i.e. all finite counting measures on A”‘. 
For all 1 <j and all measurable subsets FE A”‘, G c M”’ there holds 
= I A,,,(du)l,(u)E[l,(~,,,)l A 
Since P,,, is concentrated on the union of M”‘, I= 1,2, . . . , the latter equality shows 
that @, has indeed distribution (P,,,), for As,!-almost all lines a. 0 
4. Palm trees for spatially inhomogeneous branching 
In this section we prove a generalizaton of Theorem 2 for the case of inhomogeneous 
branching. The model is described at the beginning of Section 3, but the constant 
death rate V of the individuals is now replaced by a space dependent death rate 
V(z), x E Rd. Moreover, we admit space dependent reproduction laws pk(z), k E N, 
z E Rd. We assume that V and pk depend on z in a measurable way, and that both 
V(z) and m(z) := Ckz,, kp,(z) are uniformly bounded. Recalling that lines are 
identified with pairs of paths X and time point configurations p, we observe that 
the restriction of the intensity measure A,,,, to the set {a E A, T(u) = t} is now given 
by 
K,,(dX, dp) := &(dX)L,.(dll.) n m(X(r)), 
rtsuPP* 
where rr,,, denotes the distribution of (Xs)OssGr under ITx, and, for each fixed path 
X, LX,” denotes the distribution of an inhomogeneous Poisson point process on 
[0, t] with intensity measure V(X(s)) ds. 
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In order to proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2, we need the disintegration of 
K,,, with respect to the final point X,: 
(I 
I 
K,,(dX +I = K,,(dX) ev - V(X(s)) ds (PUO, tl)!)-’ 
0 > 
x Fl V(X(r)) drm(X(r)) 
?-iS”pp&l 
= K,,(dX) ev (i ’ (m(X(r)) - 1) V(X(r)) dr 0 > 
(I 
I 
xexp - m(X(r))V(X(r)) dr (p([O, fl!)-’ 
0 > 
x 17 m(X(r)) V(X(r)) dr 
rESUPPPfi 
= 17,,,(dX) exp (I ’ (m(x(r)) - 1) V(X(r)) dr h,,(hu), 0 > 
where Lx,“,,, denotes the distribution of an inhomogeneous Poisson point process 
on [0, t] with intensity measure V(X(s))m(X(s)) ds. By the same arguments as in 
the proof of Theorem 2 we now obtain a version which is valid also in the 
inhomogeneous case. The only modifications in the statement of Theorem 2 are the 
following: 
In step 1, the random path X is chosen according to the disintegration of the 
measure 
KJdX) exp (I ‘(m(X(r))-l)V(X(r))dr with respect to X(t)=y; 0 > 
in step 2, {S, , . . , S,,) are the points of an inhomogeneous Poisson process with 
intensity measure V(X(s))m(X(s)) ds; 
in step 3, the random numbers ki have distribution (m(X(S,)))-‘(k-t 
l)P/c+,(X(S)). 
Remark. The intuitive meaning of the density exp(Jh (m(X(r)) - 1) V(X(r)) dr), 
which occurs in the ‘inhomogeneous version’ of Theorem 2, is the following: Given 
the initial and final positions x and y only, the ancestral path is supposed to prefer 
passing through regions where the ‘local Malthusian weight’ (m(X( r)) - 1) V(X( r)) 
is big, i.e. where there is a large production of individuals. 
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